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BBP Interview With Dave Schaeffer,
Cogent Communications
By Joel Schofield ■ Broadband Properties Magazine

Cogent Communications
(www.cogentco.com) is a Tier
One ISP that delivers a focused

set of Internet access products ranging
from 500 Kbps to 1,000 Mbps to
businesses in the multi-tenant (MTU)
marketplace in more than 30 markets
across the United States and Canada. 

Cogent’s network consists of a dedi-
cated 80 Gigabit nationwide fiber optic
backbone, intra-city fiber rings and op-
tically-interfaced high-speed routers. Its
facilities-based all-optical end-to-end IP
network enables 100 Mbps connectivi-
ty, a rate that is about 100 times faster
than observed T1 capacity (or 65 times
faster than the published rate of 1.544
Mbps) and is offered at a fixed month-
ly fee of $1,000.

With the high profile acquisition of
assets from former competitors such as
NetRail, FiberCity Networks Allied
Riser, PSINet and OnSite access, Co-
gent has added thousands of building
access agreements to their portfolio and
has enjoyed significant growth during a
time when most competitive providers
struggled to stay afloat.

Recently, Dave Schaeffer, Founder
and Chief Executive Officer of Cogent
Communications visited with Broad-
band Properties Editor in Chief Joel
Schofield and shared his views on Co-
gent’s success, technology and the cur-
rent state of the market.

JS: After spending much of 2002 ac-
quiring the assets of former competi-

tors, where do you see yourself today in
terms of your growth strategy? And, are
you in line with your initial projections?

DS: Cogent has been adding, and
will continue to add, customers onto
our network whether it is organically or
through acquisition. In most cases, Co-
gent is in a very favorable position to
acquire other ISPs, transfer their cus-
tomers and bandwidth onto Cogent's
network backbone and turn a flawed
business model into one with great
chance to succeed. You see, by building
and owning our own network, Cogent
can eliminate the high tariffs upstream
providers charge. And Cogent's 80 Gi-
gabits-per-second network backbone
makes it more and more efficient to add
new customers.

JS: How has the fallout of the tele-
com sector affected Cogent and what
adjustments have you had to make to
weather the storm?

DS: Actually, the downfall of the
telecom sector has created more oppor-
tunity.  At the same time, it has also cre-
ated a selling challenge for us. The op-
portunity comes from more assets to
acquire from failed ISPs. Today, Cogent
has looked at over 75 entities, bid on 12
and acquired seven. I would say there
are still a lot more opportunities that we
will review in the future. The most at-
tractive ones will have customers that
can be easily transferred onto our all-
optical network backbone.

The increased challenge that I men-
tioned is also a result of the downturn,
and it has to do with credibility. Being
a newer service provider, Cogent faces
the sales obstacle of stability questions
each and every day. What we tell
prospects is that Cogent has never been
in better financial shape than today. We

recently reorganized our finances, re-
ducing our debt from a face value of
over $380 million to $27 million with
no payments due until 2006. In addi-
tion, Cogent was able to raise an addi-
tional $41 million in capital, which fur-
ther demonstrates investor support for
Cogent's business plan.

Because of our dramatically low pric-
ing of $10 per megabit, Cogent always
has the added burden of proof to show
that we are stable, that we can deliver a
higher quality of service and better cus-
tomer care than the average ISP. We
find ourselves explaining that by build-
ing a 21st century network specifically
for Internet use, we have harnessed
technology that makes our pricing
model work.

JS: Has competing with the incum-
bents become easier as your network
matures or more intense due to your
successes?

DS: Cogent is now the third largest
carrier of Internet traffic in the U.S. in
terms of route capacity (ranked by the
analyst firm Telegeography). We defi-
nitely find that we run into the incum-
bents more often than other start-up
competitors, but our pricing can be
90% less expensive on a per megabit
basis, so we take a lot of business from
them. Our ability to connect customers
in 17 days or less and provide one sim-
ple flat rate bill for Internet usage—
whether you use 10 Megabits-per-sec-
ond (Mbps) or a full 100
Mbps—makes it even easier to con-
vince customers to switch. The final
competitive advantage Cogent offers is
a network that is completely indepen-
dent from all other ISPs and telcos.  So,
if a prospect is worried about a disrup-
tion in communications, it is far less
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likely to happen with two distinct net-
works where a telco provides tradition-
al voice services and Cogent provides
Internet connectivity.

JS: In our March issue, InStat/MDR
Analyst Amy Cravens, wrote of the
MTU market: "...the [BLEC] market
seemed positioned for strong growth.
Until the crash in late 2000, when the
model that BLECs were espousing was
exposed as unsustainable and funding
for these high-burn providers dried up.
After that time, despite struggles for re-
emergence, many pronounced the
MTU market as dead. The MTU mar-
ket, however, is not dead. Its form is
now just more obscure." What are your
thoughts on that analysis?

DS: First of all, Cogent is not a
BLEC as the model was defined in
2000. Many BLECs back then wired
the entire building and provided con-
nectivity opportunity to all tenants. The
BLEC would then buy upstream capac-

ity from another ISP as customers
signed up. The model failed when not
enough tenants in each building signed
with the BLEC to cover the cost of
wiring the entire building. This was the
case with one of our acquisitions, Allied
Riser Corporation (ARC).

Cogent's model remains significant-
ly different. Cogent only targets build-
ings with a minimum of 100,000
square feet of space (today our average

is about 400,000 square feet), 20 or
more unique tenants (our average right
now is about 50), and located within
one quarter mile of our fiber rings. You
could say we ‘skim the cream off the
top’ of the MTU market. After walking
through the building and examining
tenants for potential sales opportuni-
ties, Cogent connects the metro ring to
the building. We then connect cus-
tomers as they sign with us. Our goal is
to get eight customers within two years
and Cogent is meeting and exceeding
this goal in many of our buildings.

Based on how Cogent approaches
the MTU market, I would agree with
Amy that there is not one particular
model that works and that providers are
approaching the MTU market much
more cautiously than in the past, but
the old BLEC model is definitely a
model of the past that has proven un-
sustainable.

JS: What services do you feel will be

Dave Schaeffer, Founder and CEO 
of Cogent Communications
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prime revenue generators in the near
term?

DS: The main reason for Cogent's
success to date is our singular focus:
providing the highest quality Internet
service for the lowest price in the mar-
ket. Many ISPs have failed because they
lost focus and started offering managed
services that require a lot of overhead
support. Cogent's main focus will re-
main adding more customers to the
network and maintaining a very simple
product set.

JS: Is their any one service that you
look at and say, "If we could deploy that
today we couldn't keep up with cus-
tomer demand?"

DS: Well, I said it in 1999, and today
we have Cogent Communications. As
I look forward, I wish I could say that,
but the reality lies in more efficient use
of the technology that has been devel-
oped over the past several years. Cogent
continues to find ways to reduce our

costs as we add more buildings and cus-
tomers to our network. Look at
CWDM (Course Wave Division Mul-
tiplexing) for example. This new tech-
nology was a key factor in Cogent re-
ducing the cost of operating its metro
rings by up to 80%. We pass these costs
savings on to the customer which, of
course, drives demand.

JS: Has the copyright issue become
a concern for you?

DS: I am assuming you mean music
copyright issues. I think it has affected
almost every ISP in terms of looking at
customer privacy issues. It is a very dif-
ficult decision regarding turning over
customer information to a third party,
and it really needs to be examined on a
case-by -case basis.

JS: As an ISP, how have you dealt
with the issues of security, Spam and
viruses?

DS: Cogent has dealt with all these
issues, and they are of great concern to

us. With our acquisition of PSINet, Co-
gent now manages one of the root
servers of the Internet. With this added
responsibility, Cogent regards security
and virus issues very seriously, and we
have taken the necessary steps to pro-
vide our customers with the best possi-
ble protection in today's heightened se-
curity environment.

SPAM is a different topic, and one
that raises very emotional responses.
Cogent does not host websites direct-
ly, but we closely monitor our cus-
tomers for compliance with our rigid
Acceptable Use Policy (AUP). We
have a variety of controls in place to
protect against SPAM to the extent
possible.  We review customers before
we provision them to be sure they are
not blacklisted or likely offenders.
Once they are provisioned, they must
follow our AUP. Violators are not tol-
erated and will be shut off if they do
not respond to our warnings. ■


